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C: DISASSEMBLY
CAUTION:
• When removing the mirror - repair, be careful not to damage the back surface of mirror - repair with
a flat tip screwdriver.
• When installing the mirror - repair, insert the connector and clip securely.
1) Operate the remote control mirror switch to face the mirror - repair upward.
2) Disconnect the ground terminal from the battery sensor, and wait for at least 60 seconds before starting
work. <Ref. to RC-3, BATTERY, NOTE, Repair Contents.>
3) Remove the mirror - repair.
(1) Using a flat tip screwdriver or similar tool, release the engagement shown in the figure, and slide the
mirror - repair downward to remove.

GW-01522

(2) Disconnect the mirror heater connector and the SRVD indicator connector. (Model with mirror heater
and SRVD)

GW-01523
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4) Release the claws, and then remove the cover - cap outer mirror lower.

GW-01475

5) Release the claws, and then remove the cover - cap outer mirror.
CAUTION:
Be careful not to apply excessive force when removing the cover - cap outer mirror, as the lower
hooks may become damaged.

GW-01524
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6) Remove the light assembly - side turn mirror. (Model with side turn signal light)
(1) Remove the screws and pull out the light assembly - side turn mirror to the front of the vehicle.
(2) Disconnect the connector and remove the light assembly - side turn mirror.

GW-01525

D: ASSEMBLY
CAUTION:
Be careful not to catch the harness in between the parts.
1) Install the light assembly - side turn mirror.
2) Install the cover - cap outer mirror.
3) Install the cover - cap outer mirror lower.
4) Check that all the claws are securely engaged.

E: INSPECTION
1) Check the mirror operation when battery voltage is applied between the connector terminals.
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

GW-01566

Terminal No.
—
4 (+) — 3 (–)
3 (+) — 4 (–)
5 (+) — 4 (–)
4 (+) — 5 (–)

Inspection conditions
—
Apply battery voltage between terminals.
Apply battery voltage between terminals.
Apply battery voltage between terminals.
Apply battery voltage between terminals.

2) If it does not operate normally, replace the outer mirror assembly.

GW-30

Switch position
OFF
UP
DOWN
LEFT
RIGHT

